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View | Collaborate | Redact | Publish
Seamlessly integrated into Documentum D2, Brava!
makes it easy to view, collaborate on, redact and transform
documents. It requires only a web browser and is available
in a full-featured ActiveX client, a zero-footprint HTML5
client that runs in most browsers on both PC and Mac , and
a lightweight Flash client for video markup. This enterpriseclass solution adds functionality that saves money (no
need to buy native software or pay for training), increases
productivity (allows quick access to content, streamlines
workflows) and enhances security (redaction tools remove
sensitive information, secure formats reduce risk).
™

®

View Multiple Formats in One Intuitive Interface
Brava! supports virtually any file format, including Microsoft® Office documents, PDF
files, CAD drawings, videos, images and more. Brava! has a streamlined, browser-based
interface with its viewers exposed as D2 widgets. Its menus are organized by function
and its interface can easily be customized to suit any business process. This ease of use
means that training costs are minimal and user adoption is smooth.
Brava! is fast—you spend less time waiting for files to open, refresh and transition than
with other viewers. In addition, robust search features and thumbnails let you quickly find
the content you need. You can search on key phrases within documents to quickly and
precisely access related content.

FEATURES
TM

TM

Browser-based clients: OpenText Brava!
for Documentum D2 allows file viewing and
annotation within the browser.
Excellent performance: Search features
and thumbnail views allow fast access to
specific content.
Merge documents: Create new documents
by merging files of any format.
Compare versions: View two versions of any
file type side by side or in an overlay view.
Vector viewing: The Brava! ActiveX client
provides crisp details at any zoom setting and
precise measurements in CAD drawings.
Metadata-enabled: Include file data in
bidirectional stamps, banners and watermarks.
High availability: Shared cache enhances
scalability and enterprise readiness.
Video markup: Create and share comments
and markups on video clips.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Brava! supports virtually all document, image
and CAD file formats, including PDF.
The Brava! HTML5 client is compatible with
®
Microsoft Internet Explorer 9, Mozilla Firefox ,
®
Google Chrome and Apple Safari browsers.
®

Streamline Workflows and Business Processes
Ideal for collaborative workflows such as review and approval cycles, Brava! lets users
engage in threaded discussions with Changemark™ comments, make annotations,
perform redactions and add bidirectional stamps to any document or drawing without
modifying the source file (markups are saved in an XML file). In addition to indicating a
document’s status or providing additional information, bidirectional stamps can pull or
push metadata from and to the Documentum D2 repository.
Once a review process is complete and the final document is ready for approval, Brava!
makes it easy to confirm that all changes were made. Use Brava!’s compare tool to open
two versions of a document or drawing—even when one is a Microsoft® Word file and
the other a PDF—and display them side by side or overlaid, with changes called out in
bright colors. Use Text Compare to view the differences between the documents, and
even generate a report that lists them.

E N T E R P R I S E I N F O R M AT I O N M A N A G E M E N T

TM

The Brava! ActiveX client extends viewing,
annotation and redaction support, and
includes secure Visual Rights and better
CAD support.
®

The Brava! Flash client works with any
video format supported by the Flash viewer,
including MP4 and MOV.
Available in English, Dutch, German, French,
Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Simplified
Chinese and Spanish localizations will be
released soon.
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Compare documents in different formats, such as Microsoft Word to
PDF renditions.

Use the D2 List widget to quickly switch documents in the Brava!
HTML viewer.

Protect Sensitive Content
Brava!’s redaction tools allow efficient removal of sensitive
information from documents, drawings and images, either
automatically with intelligent pattern matching and text search
or manually with area selection tools. Finalize redactions to a
new file in PDF, PDF/A, TIFF or the OpenText secure Content
Sealed Format (CSF). The OpenText proprietary CSF offers
password protection, file expiration (time bombing), disabling
of print permissions and more. The source file is untouched.
Publish any file for archival or distribution in PDF, PDF/A, TIFF or
CSF. You can burn in markups and, for additional security, add
watermarks and banners such as DRAFT or CONFIDENTIAL for
display on screen and/or in printed documents. Brava! can pull
in metadata from the repository for watermarks and banners,
in addition to adding information like the user name, the date
and even the IP address of the user’s machine. Brava! honors
all printing and annotation rights for Documentum User Groups
and Roles.
To make it easier to share sensitive documents, Brava! also offers
Secure Document Link. Click on the Secure Document Link icon
within the Brava! ActiveX widget to automatically launch a new
email message that contains the Secure Document Link. When
the recipient clicks on the URL, they are sent to the D2 login,
where they must sign in to see the document.

Merge Files to Create New Documents

Merge pages from multiple files into a single document.

Zoom in Tight—Text and Drawings Stay Crisp
The Brava! ActiveX client uses vector-based viewing to render
any vector file, including Microsoft Office documents and CAD
drawings, allowing excellent fidelity and readability at any zoom
level, smooth pans and accurate rendering of CAD geometry.
In CAD files, vector viewing provides accurate measurement,
plotting and printing, plus support for attribute data.

Within the Brava! Document Merge widget you can create
new documents by merging multiple files of any format. Just
What Our Customers Are Saying
select documents, drawings or images from the D2 List widget
to pull pages from, then drag and drop pages to compile a “[Our company] remains very impressed with the quality of
new document. You can rearrange the order or remove pages Informative Graphics’ tools, customer service and account teams.”
before publishing the new document as a PDF, TIFF or CSF “Brava! has been invaluable for streamlining our document review
file. (Note that Document Merge requires OpenText™ Blazon™ in process. It’s very reliable and easy to use. Brava! is the standard
to which all other markup tools are compared.”
addition to Brava!.)
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